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Association Mapping in Structured Populations
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The use, in association studies, of the forthcoming dense genomewide collection of single-nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) has been heralded as a potential breakthrough in the study of the genetic basis of common complex disorders.
A serious problem with association mapping is that population structure can lead to spurious associations between
a candidate marker and a phenotype. One common solution has been to abandon case-control studies in favor of
family-based tests of association, such as the transmission/disequilibrium test (TDT), but this comes at a considerable
cost in the need to collect DNA from close relatives of affected individuals. In this article we describe a novel,
statistically valid, method for case-control association studies in structured populations. Our method uses a set of
unlinked genetic markers to infer details of population structure, and to estimate the ancestry of sampled individuals,
before using this information to test for associations within subpopulations. It provides power comparable with
the TDT in many settings and may substantially outperform it if there are conflicting associations in different
subpopulations.

Introduction

Association mapping has been advocated as the method
of choice for identifying loci involved in the inheritance
of complex traits (e.g., Risch and Merikangas 1996). In
its simplest form, this method involves identifying mark-
ers with significant allele-frequency differences between
individuals with the phenotype of interest (“cases”) and
a set of unrelated control individuals. A statistical as-
sociation between genotypes at a marker locus and the
phenotype is usually considered to be evidence of close
physical linkage between the marker and a disease locus.

However, it is well known that the presence of pop-
ulation structure can result in “spurious associa-
tions”—that is, associations between a phenotype and
markers that are not linked to any causative loci (e.g.,
Lander and Schork 1994). Such associations can occur
when the disease frequency varies across subpopula-
tions, thereby increasing the probability that affected
individuals will be sampled from particular subpopu-
lations. Any marker allele that is in high frequency in
the overrepresented subpopulations will then be asso-
ciated with the phenotype (Ewens and Spielman 1995;
Pritchard and Rosenberg 1999).

In response to this problem, Spielman et al. (1993)
proposed the “transmission/disequilibrium test” (TDT),
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which uses the genotypes of parents of affected indi-
viduals to ensure that association between a marker
allele and the phenotype is detected only if the marker
is linked to a disease locus, even in the presence of
population structure. A number of similar family-based
methods have since been devised to treat a variety of
genetic models and using different relatives (e.g.,
Boehnke and Langefeld 1998; Lazzeroni and Lange
1998; Spielman and Ewens 1998).

Despite the success and popularity of family-based
methods such as the TDT, the problem of how to per-
form valid case-control association studies is of consid-
erable importance. In many situations, the case-control
study design has substantial practical advantages over
family-based designs. Collecting DNA from relatives of
affected individuals is often much harder than is col-
lecting DNA from unrelated controls, particularly in the
case of late-onset diseases. As a result, case-control stud-
ies tend to be cheaper than family-based studies of the
same sample size. Further, the ability to use unrelated
controls suggests the possibility of independent studies
reusing databases of control genotype data, thus re-
ducing genotyping costs.

One possible approach to eliminating spurious as-
sociations in case-control studies would be to avoid per-
forming such studies in populations where structure is
clearly present—for example, by identifying culturally
defined ethnic groups. However, cultural groups may
not accurately reflect underlying genetic population
structure. Because of this, even in apparently culturally
homogeneous populations, concerns over the possible
presence of “cryptic” population structure make it dif-
ficult to assess the true significance of associations found
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using conventional methods. In response to this, Prit-
chard and Rosenberg (1999) suggested using back-
ground levels of association in multilocus genotype data
from cases and controls to identify situations in which
population structure may lead to spurious associations.
This leaves open the question of how to proceed in
situations where population structure does appear to be
a problem.

In this study, we develop a test for association that
is valid in the presence of population structure. Our test
exploits the methods of Pritchard et al. (2000), which
use the genotypes of a sample of individuals at a series
of unlinked markers to identify the presence of popu-
lation structure, and to assign the sampled individuals
to putative “unstructured” subpopulations which do
not exhibit association between unlinked markers. Our
test is based on the idea that any association between
a candidate allele and the phenotype within a subpo-
pulation cannot be due to population structure. We en-
visage a two-stage procedure for identifying significant
associations in studies with large numbers of candidate
loci (e.g., genomewide screens). First, the method of
Pritchard et al. (2000) would be applied to the SNP or
microsatellite candidates to learn about population
structure, and to assign the sampled individuals to pu-
tative subpopulations. Second, our test for association
would be applied to identify candidates that exhibit a
significant association with the phenotype within sub-
populations.

In the next section, we provide a brief background
of the model and methods used by Pritchard et al.
(2000) for inferring population structure. We then de-
velop a test that makes use of this inferred structure,
and we use simulation studies to check whether it prop-
erly corrects for the problem of spurious associations.
We also perform power comparisons with the TDT. Al-
though, as we discuss later, direct comparison of the
methods is difficult, the simulations suggest that the
power of our test is comparable with that of the TDT
in many settings and can be higher than the TDT if
different marker alleles are associated with the pheno-
type in different subpopulations. We conclude with a
discussion of the results and of how our work relates
to other recent work on association mapping in struc-
tured populations.

Background on Inference of Population Structure from
Genetic Markers

In this section we summarize the models and methods
used by Pritchard et al. (2000), implemented in the
program structure, available from http://www.stats
.ox.ac.uk/˜pritch/home.html. The method uses genotypic
correlations among unlinked markers to learn about the
structure of the population from which a sample has

been taken and about the genetic backgrounds of the
sampled individuals. Genic associations among unlinked
markers are assumed to be the result of population struc-
ture, and, loosely speaking, individuals are assigned to
subpopulations in such a way as to eliminate these
associations.

Specifically, we model the sampled individuals as hav-
ing inherited their genes from a pool of K “unstructured”
subpopulations (where K may be unknown). The sub-
populations are “unstructured” in that within each sub-
population all loci are in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium,
with no linkage disequilibrium between loci provided
they are not tightly linked. The allele frequencies at each
locus within each subpopulation are assumed to be un-
known. Each individual’s genetic background is repre-
sented by a vector , where is the pro-q = (q , … ,q ) q1 K k

portion of the individual’s genome which originated in
subpopulation k. This provides a flexible way of cap-
turing various patterns of admixture.

For example, in a sample of African Americans, a
typical individual might have 5%–20% European ad-
mixture (Parra et al. 1998), whereas some individuals
may have substantially more or less. Such a sample could
be modeled using subpopulations (African andK = 2
European), with typical individuals having q1 in the
range and q2 in the range , but with some(.05,.2) (.8,.95)
individuals having more extreme values. The challenge
is to infer this kind of pattern using genetic data. Prit-
chard et al. (2000) provide a method of performing such
inference, even when little is known about either the
number of subpopulations that have contributed to the
sample or the allele frequencies in these putative sub-
populations. They use a Markov chain Monte Carlo
method to estimate the number of subpopulations, the
allele frequencies in each subpopulation, and the value
of q for each sampled individual. The method can be
applied to most of the commonly used genetic markers,
including microsatellites and SNPs, and can produce ac-
curate results using modest numbers of loci, even when
popular clustering algorithms such as Neighbor-Joining
are relatively uninformative. The accuracy of the infer-
ence depends on the sample size, the number of loci used,
and on the magnitude of allele-frequency differences be-
tween the subpopulations. Examples of applications of
this method are given later. See Pritchard et al. (2000)
for further details.

A Test for Association in Structured Populations

In order to test for association in the presence of pop-
ulation structure we replace the standard null hypothesis
of no overall association between allele frequencies at
the candidate locus and phenotype, with a null hypoth-
esis of no such association within subpopulations. Since,
by definition, the subpopulations are “unstructured,”
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any association between a candidate locus and pheno-
type within subpopulations cannot be due to structure,
and so our test should not suffer from spurious
associations.

Formally, we test a null hypothesis that subpo-H0

pulation allele frequencies at the candidate locus are
independent of phenotype, against an alternative hy-
pothesis where the subpopulation allele frequenciesH1

at the candidate locus depend on phenotype. Let C de-
note the list of genotypes of all sampled individuals at
the candidate locus, and denote subpopulation al-P P0 1

lele frequencies at the candidate locus under andH0

respectively, and Q denote the collection of vectorsH1

q representing the genetic backgrounds of sampled in-
dividuals. We do not restrict the number of alleles at
the candidate locus. Below, we describe specific models

and for the distribution of CPr (C; P ,Q) Pr (C; P ,Q)0 0 1 1

under and , respectively. A natural measure of theH H0 1

relative support for and is the likelihood ratioH H0 1

ˆˆPr (C; P ,Q)1 1
L = , (1)ˆˆPr (C; P ,Q)0 0

where and are estimates of and Q. Largeˆˆ ˆP , P Q P , P0 1 0 1

values of L indicate that the alternative model (in which
allele frequencies at the candidate locus depend on the
phenotype) is substantially better than the null model.
We approximate the significance of a particular value
of L by simulation (see below).

In testing for association in the presence of population
structure, we proceed as follows. We begin with a sam-
ple of cases and controls, each of which is genotyped
at a number of unlinked marker loci and apply the
method of Pritchard et al. (2000) to infer the population
structure and the ancestry, Q, of the sampled individ-
uals. The unlinked marker loci might be a series of ran-
domly chosen markers from across the genome or—in
a study, such as a genome screen, that considered mark-
ers in many candidate genes—would include the can-
didate loci themselves. Having estimated Q, we then
perform the modified test of association described
above, for each candidate locus. In the Discussion sec-
tion, we describe a validation procedure that can be
used to check, for a given data set, whether this pro-
cedure has provided an adequate correction for strati-
fication. We denote our approach using the acronym
STRAT: STRuctured population Association Test.

Models for the Distribution of C

In order to compute the test statistic, L, we define
explicit probability models and for the prob-Pr (7) Pr (7)0 1

ability distribution of C, the collection of alleles at the
candidate locus, under and respectively. Let (f)H H p0 1 kj

denote the frequency of allele j at the candidate locus in

subpopulation k among individuals with phenotype f.
Under , the frequencies are independent of f, and(f)H p0 kj

we can write . Let denote the allele frequen-(f)p = p Pkj kj 0

cies at the candidate locus under :H P = {p :k =0 0 kj

, where J is the number of alleles. Let1, … ,K; j = 1, … ,J}
be the allele frequencies at the candidate locus underP1

: . Then we(f)H P = {p :k = 1, … ,K; j = 1, … ,J,f = 0,1}1 1 kj

assume that, under , the distribution of C is given byH0

(i,a) (i)Pr [c = j d Q,P ,F] = q p (2)O0 0 k kj
k

independently for each , and under the distri-(i,a) H1

bution of C is given by

(i)(i,a) (i) [f ]Pr [c = j d Q,P ,F] = q p (3)O1 1 k kj
k

independently for each . The assumption of inde-(i,a)
pendence of the observations under corresponds toH1

certain implicit assumptions about the mode of trans-
mission of the disease. The power of our test will depend
on this assumption, but the size of our test (significance
under ) will not. In calculating the test statistic L weH0

used the program structure (Pritchard et al. 2000) to
estimate , and the EM algorithm (Dempster et al.Q̂
1977) to estimate and .ˆ ˆP P0 1

Assessing Significance Probabilities

We approximate the significance probability of ob-
served data C by simulation, as follows. We simulate

as independent random draws from(1) (2) (M)C ,C , … ,C
, and approximate the significance prob-ˆ ˆPr (7 d Q,P ,F)0 0

ability by

1 (m)a = #{m:L(C ) 1 L(C)} (4)
M

where denotes the number of members of the set A.#A
This approximation will be reasonable, provided that
(under ) and are accurate estimates of the “true”ˆ ˆH Q P0 0

underlying values of Q and , as then C is also ap-P0

proximately a random draw from .ˆ ˆPr (7 d Q,P ,F)0 0

Details of Simulation Studies

In order to validate the statistical methods described in
this paper, we present applications to a range of models.
There are, of course, many conceivable models, includ-
ing a variety of possible models of population structure,
of population allele frequencies at the candidate locus,
and of the genetic basis (if any) of the disease. Here, we
have chosen three rather different models of population
structure and a variety of candidate allele frequencies
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and disease models (under both the null and alternative
hypotheses). Our population models are as follows:

A. Two discrete subpopulations; two-fold difference
in disease frequency between the subpopulations. The
divergence of the subpopulations is chosen to be typical
of moderately divergent human populations from the
same continent.

B. Two subpopulations of equal size which recently
merged to form an admixed population; eight-fold dif-
ference in disease frequency between the original sub-
populations. Population separation modeled as being
typical of human populations from different continents.

C. An admixed population in which most individuals
have a large portion of their ancestry from one subpo-
pulation, and some small portion of ancestry from a
second, quite divergent subpopulation; eight-fold differ-
ence in disease frequency between the original subpo-
pulations. This is intended to model sampling from an
African-American population with some European ad-
mixture. Subpopulation allele frequencies were taken
from real microsatellite data from Europeans and Af-
ricans, in order to capture the appropriate degree of
population divergence.

For each population model, we simulated genotype
data for samples of unrelated affected and control in-
dividuals (see below). These data sets are designated as
A, B, and C, to correspond with models A, B, and C,
respectively.

Details of Data Sets

The data sets used in this paper were generated as
follows.

A. We simulated genotypes of 150 affected and 150
control individuals at 100 unlinked microsatellite loci,
using standard coalescent techniques (Hudson 1990).
We assumed that the individuals were sampled from two
subpopulations (each of constant effective size chro-2N
mosomes) that had split from a single ancestral popu-
lation (also of size ) at a time generations in2N 0.05N
the past, with no subsequent migration. Microsatellite
mutation was modeled by a simple stepwise mutation
process, with the mutation parameter set at 16.0v = 4Nm

per locus.
These parameters correspond to an expected value of

of 0.8 (Goldstein et al. 1995), which is less than2(dm)
the average observed at dinucleotide loci between con-
tinental groups (Feldman et al. 1999) but is typical of
fairly divergent populations within continents; for ex-
ample, recent comparisons among African populations
have produced estimated values of in the range of2(dm)
0.5–1.4 (Cooper et al. 1999; N. Rosenberg, unpublished
data).

We assumed that half of the controls came from each
of the two subpopulations, but 100 of the affected in-

dividuals were from subpopulation 1, and just 50 from
subpopulation 2. This implies that the risk of disease in
subpopulation 1 is about two-fold higher than in pop-
ulation 2 (see Pritchard and Rosenberg [1999]).

B. We simulated genotypes of 500 affected and 500
control individuals at 150 unlinked microsatellite loci,
with stepwise mutation and per locus, sampledv = 16
from an admixed population formed in the following
way. Two discrete subpopulations of equal size—formed
as in A above, but with divergence time between the
subpopulations set to generations—are fused to0.15N
produce a single population, which undergoes two gen-
erations of random mating. The divergence time between
the two discrete subpopulations corresponds to an ex-
pected of 2.4, which is within the range observed2(dm)
at dinucleotide loci between non-African groups from
different continents and is less than that observed be-
tween Africans and non-Africans (e.g., see Cooper et al.
1999; Feldman et al. 1999). We made the simplifying
assumption of independence among loci.

We modeled the ascertainment of affected and control
individuals as follows. Each control individual is a ran-
dom draw from the population, so that the probability
that a control individual has i grandparents from sub-
population 1, and grandparents from subpopula-4 2 i
tion 2, is

4 /16 ,( )i

where . The risk of disease for individualsi P {0,...,4}
with i grandparents from subpopulation 1 was assumed
proportional to where we took .1 1 (R 2 1)i/4 R = 8
The probability that an affected individual has i grand-
parents in subpopulation 1 is then proportional to

4 [1 1 (R 2 1)i/4] .( )i

(Note that there are two types of pedigrees for individ-
uals with ; our simulations incorporated thisi = 2
feature.)

C. We simulated four data sets of genotypes of 400
affected and 400 control individuals at 120 microsat-
ellite loci, under the null hypothesis of no true associ-
ations. These data are intended to approximate a pop-
ulation of African Americans, with an average of 20%
European admixture (this is consistent with estimates
given by Parra et al. [1998]). We assume that the disease
of interest has an eight-fold higher prevalence among
Europeans, and, hence, affected individuals tend to have
a larger-than-usual degree of European ancestry. Thus,
alleles that are common in Europeans are overrepre-
sented among cases, and we might expect that a naive
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test of association that ignores population structure
would be liable to a high rate of false positives. We look
to see how pronounced this effect is and also whether
we can correct for it appropriately.

In order to make these data more realistic, the sim-
ulations were based on estimated microsatellite allele
frequencies in Africans and Europeans at sixty micro-
satellites reported in Jorde et al. (1995, 1997). The allele
frequency estimates were from samples of 72 individuals
of African origin (Pygmy, Nguni, San, Sotho, or
Tswana), and 120 individuals of European origin (Brit-
ish, Finnish, French, or Polish). For the purposes of the
simulation, the estimated allele frequencies in Africans
and Europeans were considered to be true population
frequencies. In order to simulate 120 loci (when the orig-
inal data set contained 60 loci), we used each set of
estimated allele frequencies twice.

For each individual, we first simulated q (as described
below), where q is the fraction of European ancestry and

the fraction of African ancestry. Then, at each1 2 q
locus, two alleles were drawn independently with prob-
ability q from the European, and probability from1 2 q
the African allele-frequency distributions.

While there are data about the average amount of
European admixture in African Americans, there seems
to be little information about the distribution across in-
dividuals in the amount of admixture. For the purpose
of these simulations, we assumed that q is distributed
as a beta distribution with parameters (1,4). The mean
of this distribution is 0.2, and the central 80% is between
about 0.03 and 0.45. Control individuals were sampled
from this distribution.

In order to simulate cases, we assumed a disease with
eight-fold higher risk in Europeans ( ), than in Af-q = 1
ricans ( ), with the risk changing linearly with q.q = 0
We used rejection sampling to simulate q of affected
individuals from this distribution: that is, we drew q
from the beta prior, and accepted it with probability

. If it was rejected, we drew a new q from the(1 1 7q)/8
prior. We repeated this process until a q was accepted.

The data were analyzed as follows. First, we per-
formed x2 tests of association at each locus, ignoring the
presence of population structure (pooling rare alleles as
was done by Pritchard and Rosenberg [1999]). We then
used the test described by Pritchard and Rosenberg
(1999) to check whether there was evidence for mis-
matching of the case and control samples. Finally, we
inferred q for the sampled individuals, assuming two
populations, and used STRAT to estimate P values for
each locus. Our results focus on the empirical distri-
bution of P values under the x2 and STRAT approaches.

Simulation of Candidate Loci

In order to study the performance of the proposed test
of association, we simulated a large number of inde-

pendent biallelic candidate loci for each of the individ-
uals in data sets A and B. Each locus was assumed to
have two alleles, A and a, where allele A is at frequencies

and in subpopulations 1 and 2, respectively. (Whenp p1 2

simulating data set A, but not data set B, we reassigned
phenotypes to individuals in each simulation, according
to the probabilities given above.) We performed tests of
association (TDT, x2, and STRAT) between the geno-
types at each candidate and the assigned phenotypes.

For simulating under the null model (candidates not
associated with the phenotype), genotypes at the can-
didate loci were assigned to individuals at random, con-
ditional on and , and the individuals’ (true) ances-p p1 2

tries. For simulating under the alternative model
(candidate associated with the phenotype), we assume a
model in which the relative risk for individual i depends
on his/her genetic background , and genotype at(i) (i)q C
the candidate locus. (In considering we label each(i)C
allele copy according to both its type and subpopula-
tion of origin. For example, we write for a copy ofA1

the A allele which was transmitted from an ancestor
in subpopulation 1.) Specifically, we assume that

, where is a constant(i) (i)Pr[i affectedFq ,C ] = a R a(i) (i) (i)q C q

that depends on , and is a risk factor for genotype(i)q R (i)C

. These risk factors are specified by assigning relative(i)C
risks (table 2) to alleles andR ,R ,R ,R A ,A ,a ,aA A a a 1 2 1 21 2 1 2

assuming that risks combine multiplicatively; for ex-
ample, the relative risk for an individual with genotype

is . We then simulate the genotypes of af-A a R R1 2 A a1 2

fected individuals by evaluating

(i) (i)R Pr[C Fq ](i)C(i) (i)Pr[C Fq ,i affected] = (5)(i) (i)O R Pr[C Fq ](i)C
(i)C

for all possible genotypes. In the discrete population
case, we can simplify the notation by defining R {1

, .R /R R { R /RA a 2 A a1 1 2 2

Note that, in this alternative model, the candidate
marker can be interpreted in two ways. Either it is the
functional site itself, or it is a marker which is in linkage
disequilibrium with a functional site. In the latter case,
the relative risk incurred by the alleles at the candidate
marker will normally be less than the risk of having the
functional allele itself, unless the two loci are in perfect
association.

TDT Comparisons

We also performed a separate series of simulations of
the TDT (Spielman et al. 1993), generating samples of
150 and 500 parent-offspring trios under population
models A and B, respectively, for each of the parameter
combinations in tables 1 and 2. For each candidate locus,
we resimulated the independently for each affected(i)q
individual and then simulated both their genotypes and
those of their parents accordingly. For population model
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Table 1

Estimated Rejection Rates by Test

1A. DISCRETE POPULATIONS

p , p1 2 STRAT TDT 2x

P = .05

.5, .5 .050 .050 .049

.1, .1 .048 .049 .049

.5, .1 .050 .050 .437

.9, .1 .049 .050 .769

P = .01

.5, .5 .011 .010 .011

.1, .1 .009 .010 .009

.5, .1 .009 .010 .260

.9, .1 .010 .009 .649

23P = 10

.5, .1 230.83 # 10 230.98 # 10 .112

.9, .1 230.83 # 10 230.90 # 10 .506

24P = 10

.5, .1 240.97 # 10 240.95 # 10 .046

.9, .1 240.80 # 10 240.76 # 10 .370

1B. ADMIXED POPULATIONS

p , p1 2 STRAT TDT 2x

P = .05

.5, .5 .048 .049 .054

.1, .1 .050 .049 .051

.5, .1 .044 .050 .623

.9, .1 .033 .050 .998

P = .01

.5, .5 .010 .010 .010

.1, .1 .010 .009 .010

.5, .1 .008 .010 .370

.9, .1 .005 .010 .979

23P = 10

.5, .1 230.83 # 10 230.86 # 10 .156

.9, .1 230.45 # 10 231.06 # 10 .874

24P = 10

.5, .1 240.85 # 10 240.38 # 10 .050

.9, .1 240.61 # 10 240.92 # 10 .662

NOTE.—Rejection rates under the null hypoth-
esis at a biallelic candidate marker whose allele
frequencies in subpopulations 1 and 2 are given
by p1 and p2, respectively. We show estimated re-
jection rates at the .05, .01, 1023 and 10 24 sig-
nificance levels for the STRAT, the TDT, and the
standard x2 test. The x2 test is valid where p1=p2.
Results are based on at least 50,000 replicates
( ), 200,000 replicates ( ), and23P = .01, .05 P = 10
350,000 replicates ( ).24P = 10

A, the two parents were sampled from the same popu-
lation as the offspring. For population model B, the par-
ents were from generation 1 in the admixed population,
and the actual ancestry of each parent could be deter-
mined from the simulated value of for the affected(i)q

offspring. When simulating the alternative model, we
assumed that there was no recombination between the
candidate and a nearby disease gene, in which case the
parents’ untransmitted alleles are random draws from
the appropriate subpopulation frequencies (Spielman et
al. 1993). We produced the data marked “Equiv n” (ta-
ble 2) by running TDT simulations under each model
with different numbers of trios and finding the number
of trios for which the power of the TDT, at the 0.05
and 0.01 levels, was approximately the same as the
power estimated for STRAT at the fixed sample size (150
or 500 cases).

Results of Simulation Studies

Accuracy of the Inference of Population Structure

We begin by presenting results from using the method
of Pritchard et al. (2000) to estimate the ancestry of the
individuals in data sets A, B, and C. With data sets A
and B, the method correctly infers that the underlying
population structure consists of two subpopulations. (In
both cases, essentially all of the posterior weight is on
the model of two subpopulations; the choice of prior
has little influence. See Pritchard et al. [2000] for further
discussion—and caveats—regarding the estimation of
the number of subpopulations.)

It is of particular interest to examine the assignment
of individuals to subpopulations. For data set A (samples
from two discrete subpopulations), the assignment is es-
sentially perfect (fig. 1). In the case of data set B, where
most individuals are admixed, the problem is more dif-
ficult, but the algorithm still performs well (fig. 2), ac-
curately estimating the ancestry of most individuals.

Figure 2 illustrates the biased sampling of affected
individuals that occurs as a result of the difference in
disease frequency among subpopulations. In the model
used to generate this data set, the risk of disease increases
with the amount of ancestry that an individual has in
subpopulation 1, which means that affected individuals
tend to have a greater proportion of ancestry in sub-
population 1 than do controls. This effect can be seen
in the figure, in which the proportion of affected indi-
viduals in each peak increases from left to right. By in-
ferring that this is the situation, our method can control
for this ascertainment bias, whereas a standard associ-
ation test that ignored the presence of population struc-
ture would be liable to an excessive rate of false positives.

Inference of population structure is most difficult in
the case of data set C, because virtually everybody in
the sample is admixed, and there is little information
about the allele frequencies in Europeans. The result is
that, although the estimated q increases roughly linearly
with the amount of European ancestry, it does not pro-
vide an accurate estimate of the “true” q (one realization
is shown in fig. 3). In a sense, the data do not fit the
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Table 2

Comparison of the Power of the STRAT and the TDT

2A. DISCRETE POPULATIONS

R , RA A1 2

and p , p1 2

ESTIMATED PROBABILITY OF

SIGNIFICANT RESULTS AT P =

EQUIV

n

.05 .01

STRAT TDT STRAT TDT

1.5, 1.5:
.1, .1 .27 .36 .11 .16 110
.1, .5 .41 .49 .20 .25 120
.1, .9 .25 .34 .09 .14 110

1.0, 2.0:
.1, .1 .35 .19 .16 .06 335
.1, .5 .63 .44 .39 .22 245
.1, .9 .21 .10 .07 .03 450

2.0, .5:
.1, .1 .62 .31 .36 .13 345
.1, .5 .87 .06 .71 .01 51 10
.1, .9 .72 .16 .49 .05 1,100

2B. ADMIXED POPULATIONS

R , R , R , RA a A a1 1 2 2

and p , p1 2

ESTIMATED PROBABILITY OF

SIGNIFICANT RESULTS AT P =

EQUIV

n

.05 .01

STRAT TDT STRAT TDT

1.3, 1.0, 1.3, 1.0:
.1, .1 .34 .45 .14 .23 350
.1, .5 .52 .75 .27 .52 290
.1, .9 .28 .80 .11 .58 120

1.0, 1.0, 2.0, 1.0:
.1, .1 .71 .65 .47 .41 570
.1, .5 1.00 1.00 .98 1.00 370
.1, .9 .92 1.00 .76 1.00 140

2.0, 1.0, 1.0, 2.0:
.1, .1 .58 .35 .33 .16 930
.1, .5 .78 .05 .57 .01 51 10
.1, .9 .39 .12 .19 .04 2,600

NOTE.—Comparison of the power of the test proposed here
(STRAT) with the TDT, under a range of alternative models. The
values in the table show the estimated probabilities of obtaining a
significant result at the .05 and .01 significance levels. We assume a
biallelic candidate marker, at which the alleles A and a multiply the
risk of disease by a factor , , or , where the subscriptR , R R RA a A a1 1 2 2

indicates that a particular allele copy is derived from an ancestor in
subpopulation 1 or 2. In the discrete case, we set . TheR = R = 1a a1 2

frequency of allele A is given by and in populations 1 and 2,p p1 2

respectively. In 2A, we assumed 150 cases and controls (STRAT) or
150 parent-offspring trios (TDT), and, in 2B, we assumed 500 cases
and controls or 500 trios. The final column (“Equiv n”) shows the
number of TDT trios required to achieve the same power as STRAT
with the given sample sizes (150 and 500, respectively) at the .05 and
.01 significance levels (these gave essentially the same answers). All
results are based on 5,000 replicates. Standard errors are !.008 for
all power estimates. The models are described further in the text.

assumed model of population structure particularly well,
and, in fact, the model with three subpopulations has a
higher posterior probability than does the model with
two. It is probably the case that adding even a small

number of European individuals to the data set would
greatly improve the inference.

It is also interesting to consider the estimated value
of the parameter a, which was used by Pritchard et al.
(2000) to parametrize the extent of admixture in the
population. For data set A, this is close to 0 (∼0.03);
for data sets B and C, it is ∼1.25 and ∼2.5, respectively,
indicating that most individuals are of mixed ancestry.

Validity

As described above, we simulated a large number of
independent biallelic candidate loci for each of the in-
dividuals in data sets A and B, under a range of models.
We used the estimated ancestry of individuals ( ), ob-Q̂
tained above, in testing for association at each locus.

Table 1 summarizes the results of some of these sim-
ulations under the null hypothesis (genotype indepen-
dent of phenotype). These results show that STRAT re-
jects the null hypothesis at the appropriate rate (at P
values of 0.05, , , and ) or is slightly con-22 23 2410 10 10
servative. This holds even when a naive test of associ-
ation (using the x2) is wildly inaccurate. Our estimated
P values perform well even for data set B, where the
inferred ancestry (Q) is not perfect.

We simulated four data sets from model C. The degree
of sampling bias generated by the parameters chosen was
not extreme, and for one realization there was a fairly
similar (but not identical) distribution of q in cases and
controls. Using the test of Pritchard and Rosenberg
(1999) to check for mismatching of the case and control
samples yielded a nonsignificant result for this case
( ), and significant results for the other threeP = .21
( ). We focus on these latter three. Figure 4 shows24P ! 10
a plot of the cumulative distribution of P values for the
three data sets. While the x2 test produced an excess of
small P values for these data sets, the distribution of P
values obtained using STRAT is close to the desired (uni-
form) distribution. It seems that although our estimation
of q was rather imprecise, it enabled an adequate cor-
rection for these data.

Power

We have also examined the power of our test under
a number of alternative models (typical results shown
in table 2). For each model, we compared the power of
the STRAT to that of the TDT, assuming the same num-
ber of affected individuals for each test. It is not entirely
clear that this is the appropriate comparison since, for
a given number of affecteds, the TDT requires 50% more
genotyping at the candidate locus while the STRAT may
require additional genotyping of unlinked markers.
Nonetheless, these comparisons allow some qualitative
predictions about the relative power of these tests:

1. When the same allele is associated in both sub-
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Figure 1 Summary of estimates of the ancestry of individuals in data set A (discrete populations). The dashed and solid lines show
histograms of estimated values of (the proportion of ancestry of individual i in subpopulation 1) for individuals from subpopulations 1 and(i)q1

2, respectively. Using this data set, the classification of individuals to subpopulations is essentially perfect.

populations, the TDT tends to be slightly, but not dra-
matically, more powerful (top three lines for both mod-
els, table 2). Note, however, that if we compare the two
tests on the basis of the number of individuals genoty-
ped, the STRAT is slightly more powerful than the TDT
in several of these cases (table 2, last column).

2. When there is an association in one subpopulation
but not the other, the STRAT is often more powerful
than the TDT (middle three lines for both models, table
2). An exception arises under the admixture model,
when the candidate allele frequencies are quite different
in the two subpopulations (admixture model, lines 5 and
6). In this case the TDT has very good power, for reasons
that are discussed in detail by McKeigue (1997) and are
exploited further by McKeigue (1998).

3. If different alleles are associated in each subpo-
pulation, the STRAT retains power, whereas the TDT
may have little or no power (bottom two lines for both
models, table 2). Such a situation might arise when,
through random evolutionary sampling, a particular al-
lele at the candidate locus is in linkage disequilibrium
with a disease mutation in one subpopulation but not
in another. In particular, if the most common mutations
are different in each subpopulation, it will be random
which allele (if any) at a nearby marker is associated
with the disease in each subpopulation. Such a situation
might also arise because unlinked factors (either genetic
or environmental) modifying the expression of the linked
mutation differ across subpopulations, as at the CCR5
locus (Gonzalez et al. 1999). It is difficult, at present, to
know how common such situations will be.

Although the TDT is statistically valid in the presence
of population structure, notice that, because it pools its
observations across subpopulations, it can lack power
if the association is not present in all subpopula-
tions—especially if the effects from different subpopu-
lations tend to cancel each other out. In contrast, the
STRAT tests for association separately in each subpo-

pulation, which allows it to detect the presence of dif-
ferent effects in each subpopulation.

Discussion

In this paper we have described a statistical method
(“STRAT”) for performing association mapping in
structured populations. Our approach offers some po-
tential advantages over family-based association meth-
ods, such as the TDT, which are also valid in the presence
of population structure. Possibly the most important of
these is that collecting DNA samples from unrelated
cases and controls is often far easier than collecting fam-
ily members of affected individuals. This feature will be
an important consideration in designing large studies to
detect or confirm associations of small effect. In addi-
tion, the ability to use unrelated controls suggests the
possibility of establishing public databases of genotype
information that can be shared among studies, partic-
ularly if genome screens for association become viable.

The results of our power simulations underline the
potential importance of allowing for different effects in
different subpopulations, rather than pooling infor-
mation across populations. This could be particularly
important where gene-gene or gene-environment inter-
actions differ across subpopulations. Of course, it
would be possible to extend our approach to family-
based tests in order to detect this sort of effect in that
framework too.

Although we have compared the power of the STRAT
test directly with the TDT, there are a number of points
which should be borne in mind when interpreting these
comparisons. Perhaps the most obvious is that the TDT
and STRAT approaches have different genotyping re-
quirements. The TDT generally requires 50% extra ge-
notyping at each candidate locus, whereas STRAT re-
quires a series of unlinked markers to infer population
structure. Clearly, if there is just one candidate locus,
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Figure 2 Summary of estimates of the ancestry of individuals in the population with recent admixture (data set B). The peaks, from left
to right, represent histograms of estimated values of (the proportion of ancestry of individual i in subpopulation 1) for individuals with 0,(i)q1

1, 2, 3, and 4 grandparents, respectively, in subpopulation 1. The solid lines show the results for the entire sample, while the dotted lines show
the results for those individuals who are affected. These data were simulated under a model in which an individual’s risk of disease increases
with their amount of ancestry in subpopulation 1, with the result that affected individuals tend to have a greater proportion of ancestry in
subpopulation 1 than do controls. This effect can be seen here, as the proportion of affected individuals in each peak increases from left to
right. Our test for association uses the estimated to control for the presence of biased sampling.(i)q

STRAT requires substantially more genotyping. How-
ever, for those studies that consider candidate loci in
many genes, this issue can disappear, since the candi-
dates themselves can be used for learning about pop-
ulation structure before testing for association. In par-
ticular, STRAT will be well-suited to studies which test
for association at many SNPs across the genome, in
which case no extra marker loci will be required. Con-
versely, in studies which have collected large numbers
of families for linkage mapping, TDT methods can be
used immediately to help confirm regions of suspected
linkage. A slightly more subtle difference between the
STRAT and the TDT is that, when data from structured
populations are being analyzed, the STRAT approach
may be more suitable than the TDT for fine-scale map-
ping. When applied in structured populations, the TDT
requires linkage—but not especially tight link-
age—between a marker and a disease-causing locus in
order to detect association between marker and phe-
notype. In contrast, since STRAT detects association
between a marker and phenotype within “unstruc-
tured” subpopulations, and since such associations are
likely to occur only for markers tightly linked to a dis-

ease locus, STRAT should allow mapping on a finer
scale.

In recent work, Devlin and Roeder (1999) describe
an alternative method for association mapping in struc-
tured populations using genome screen data of biallelic
markers. They assume that, under the null hypothesis,
allele-frequency differences between cases and controls
are drawn from the same distribution at all loci. Their
approach does not require explicit modeling of popu-
lation structure and so is likely to be more robust in
situations where our model of population structure is
inappropriate. However, it will be liable to false posi-
tives if some loci show unusually large population dif-
ferences—due to selection, for example. Our method is
valid even at such loci, provided that we can accurately
infer population structure (note the examples with ex-
treme allele-frequency differences shown in table 1).

In describing our method, we outlined a statistical
test which is designed to be most powerful against a
specific alternative model in which the two alleles car-
ried by an individual have independent effects on the
risk of disease. However, it would be quite easy to mod-
ify this test to handle other alternative models. For ex-
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Figure 3 Plot of estimated q against actual ancestry for one realization of data set C. This data set is intended to be a rough model of
an African American population, with an average of 20% European admixture. Controls are marked by a plus sign (1) and cases by an
unblackened circle (V). It is assumed that the disease of interest is more common among individuals with substantial European ancestry, and,
hence, the distribution of cases is shifted toward the right, relative to controls.

ample, one might test instead whether the diploid gen-
otypes are associated with the phenotype. In any
particular case, the relative power of such tests will de-
pend on the (usually unknown) mode of transmission
of the disease.

Although our approach is based on an assumption
that we can infer population structure (i.e., estimate Q)
accurately, our simulations show that the distribution
of our test statistic under the null hypothesis is reason-
ably robust to some inaccuracy in the estimation of Q
(as with data set B, for example). It is not easy to make
general statements in advance about how many loci will
be necessary for accurate clustering, as this depends on
how divergent the subpopulations are—though our ex-
perience suggests that, for realistic problems, this will
usually be >100 microsatellite loci, or somewhat larger
numbers of biallelic markers.

In practice, one would like to assess whether the ac-
curacy of the estimated Q is adequate. This can be done
as follows, assuming that markers that are genuinely
associated with the phenotype within subpopulations
are rare. Under the null hypothesis, the P values at each
locus should be uniformly distributed, but, if the clus-

tering is inadequate, there will be an excess of low P
values. Thus, one can test each marker locus for asso-
ciation with the phenotype and then test whether the
empirical distribution of P values fits a uniform distri-
bution (e.g., using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). Es-
timates of Q can be improved by providing “learning
samples” in the estimation procedure (genotypes of in-
dividuals whose subpopulations are known). For ex-
ample, in performing a case-control study of African
Americans, in whom there is often substantial European
admixture, it would be sensible to make use of genotype
data from West Africans and Europeans for estimating
Q, if such data were available.

McKeigue (1998) describes a method for detecting
linkage in admixed populations that exploits the fact
that, when there has been recent admixture, individuals
will inherit “segments” of chromosomes from one sub-
population or another, and, as a result, there will be
correlations between the ancestry of linked markers
within an individual. Our approach is rather different,
concentrating on association within subpopulations,
rather than these correlations in ancestry. Indeed, our
model of population structure completely ignores these
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Figure 4 Cumulative plot of estimated P values across the 120
loci for three realizations of data set C. The three solid lines show the
distribution of P values obtained using a x2 test which ignores pop-
ulation structure. These indicate an excess of small P values. The three
dashed lines show the distributions of P values obtained using STRAT.
These fall close to the diagonal (which is the ideal distribution) or (in
one case) appear slightly conservative.

correlations, treating the ancestry of all loci as being
independent. Explicit modeling of the correlations
should improve our method. First, it should improve
accuracy of the estimated Q. Second, markers near to
the candidate locus should provide additional infor-
mation about the origin of each individual’s candidate
alleles, which might allow greater power. Unfortunately,
the fact that haplotype phase information is typically
absent in a case-control study may reduce the utility of
this sort of information (and makes the implementation
more difficult). Absence of haplotype information also
reduces the ease and efficiency with which SNPs can be
used for fine mapping purposes. For these reasons, col-
lecting DNA from relatives—even offspring—may be
useful in case-control studies, as it would allow hap-
lotypes to be at least partially reconstructed.

In combination with Pritchard and Rosenberg (1999),
we have now described a complete approach for use of
case-control studies to test for association. Pritchard
and Rosenberg (1999) provided a simple diagnostic test
for whether a particular study was liable to spurious
associations. If that diagnostic test indicates that spu-
rious associations are indeed a potential problem, the
present paper provides an alternative method for testing
for association. Further, when there is population struc-
ture, but the sampling of cases is not biased towards
particular subpopulations, and so spurious associations

are not a problem, tests of association may lack power
for the reasons described above. The method described
here will be useful in these situations too.

Software Availability

The software used for this study will be made available
at http://www.stats.ox.ac.uk/˜pritch/home.html.
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